Total Motion Stair Running Program - Intermediate
Monday
Weeks 1 - 2

Weeks 3 - 4

Week 5 - 6

Week 7 - 8

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Broadgate Tower - One slow
climb to the top without
stopping - Walk 5 stories in
a row - rest 2 minutes repeat. One slow climb to
Moderate intensity (6-7/10
the top without stopping
intensity) training 30 minutes Alternate session - go for a Repeat Monday
choose something CV e.g. jog,
20 minute jog or fast walk ride bike, X-trainer
find a set of stairs at least
10. Go up and down 20
times as fast as possible
with 30 second break in
between each set

Wednesday

Sunday

Strength 1

Rest and
Stretch Day

Fast Intervals - Jog 10
minutes - Run 1.30 Hard / 30s Rest and
rest repeat x 10. Walk 5
Stretch Day
minutes to finish

Broadgate Tower - One slow
climb to the top without
stopping - Walk 7 hard - rest
2 minute - repeat - One slow
climb to the top without
Moderate intensity (6-7/10
stopping to finish
intensity) training 35 minutes Alternate session - go for a Repeat Monday
choose something CV e.g.
15 minute jog or fast walk walk, jog, ride bike, X-trainer
find a set of stairs at least
10. Go up and down 25
times as fast as possible
with 30 second break in
between each set

Strength 1

Rest and
Stretch Day

Fast Intervals - Jog 10
minutes - Run 1.30 Hard / 30s
rest repeat x 12. Try and run a Rest and
further distance then you did Stretch Day
for previous weeks. Walk 5
minutes to finish

Broadgate Tower - one slow
climb to the top - Interval set
5 - 10 - 5 - 10 - 5 - rest 1
minute between each. - one
medium paced walk to the
Moderate intensity (6-7/10
top.
intensity) training 45 minutes - Alternate session - go for a Week 5 - 30 minute walk.
choose something CV e.g.
20 minute jog or fast walk - Week 6 - repeat Monday
walk, jog, ride bike, X-trainer find a set of stairs at least
10. Go up and down 25
times as fast as possible
with 30 second break in
between each set. 5 minute
jog or walk

Strength 1

Rest and
Stretch Day

Fast intervals - jog 10 minutes
- 45 seconds hard / 15
seconds rest x 4 reps. Repeat Rest and
4 times with 2 minute rest in Stretch Day
between each set. Walk 5
minutes to finish

Broadgate Tower - one slow
climb to the top - Interval set
fast - 10 - 10 - 10 - 5. Medium
Moderate intensity (6-7/10
paced run to the top
intensity) training 30 minutes - Alternate session - go for a
choose something CV e.g.
15 minute jog or fast walk - Repeat on CV from Monday walk, jog, ride bike, X-trainer. find a set of stairs at least no strength
Add in strength program from 10. Go up and down 30
Thursday session
times as fast as possible
with 30 second break in
between each set. 10 minute
run/jog

Strength 1

Rest and
Stretch Day

Fast Intervals - Jog 10
minutes - 45 seconds hard /
15 seconds rest x 6 reps.
Rest and
Repeat 4 times with 1 minute Stretch Day
rest in between each set.
Walk 5 minutes to finish

Broadgate Tower - repeat
last session - rest 1 minute
only.
Alternate
session - go for a 15 minute
jog or fast walk - find a set
of stairs at least 10. Go up
and down 15 times as fast
as possible with 30 second
break in between each set.
10 minute run/jog

Strength 1

Rest and
Stretch Day

Fast Intervals - Jog 10
minutes - 2 minutes hard / 30
Rest and
seconds rest x 4. Repeat 2
Stretch Day
times. 2 minute extra ret
between sets

Strength 2

Rest and
Stretch Day

Fast Intervals - Jog 10
minutes - 2 minutes hard / 30
Rest and
seconds rest x 4. Repeat 2
Stretch Day
times. 1 minute extra rest
between sets

Repeat only moderate CV
exercise from Monday - no
strength

Strength 2

Rest and
Stretch Day

Fast Intervals - Jog 10
minutes - 1 minute hard - 1
Rest and
minute easy jog x 10. Repeat
Stretch Day
twice. 2 minutes rest between
sets

Broadgate Tower - 10 easy rest 2 minutes - 10 medium rest 2 minutes - 10 hard Moderate-High intensity (6rest 2 minutes - 5 easy. Easy
7/10 intensity) training 40
walk to top if able
minutes - choose something Alternate session - go for a
CV e.g. walk, jog, ride bike, X- 30 minute jog or fast walk trainer. Add in strength
find a set of stairs at least
program from Thursday
10. Go up and down 30
session
times as fast as possible short rest to take a few
breaths and then repeat. 10
minute run/jog to finish.

Week 15 - Walk 30 minutes.
Week 16 - Repeat only
moderate CV exercise from
Monday - no strength

Strength 2

Rest and
Stretch Day

Fast Intervals - Jog 10
minutes - 1 minute hard - 1
Rest and
minute easy jog x 10. Repeat
Stretch Day
twice. 1 minutes rest between
sets

After every session please
complete the outlined
stretches. For the days that
are Rest and Stretch, target
the muscles that are the most
sore and stretch them with the
appropriate exercise.

Strength program weeks 1-8:
PLEASE SEE BELOW

Week 9 - 10
Moderate intensity (6-7/10
intensity) training 35 minutes choose something CV e.g.
walk, jog, ride bike, X-trainer.
Add in strength program from
Thursday session

Week 11 - 12

Broadgate Tower - warm up walk to top in one. Main set 5 easy (casual walk) - 5
medium (fast walk) - 5 hard
Moderate intensity (6-7/10
(sprint walk). Repeat. Walk
intensity) training 40 minutes - final 5 easy.
Repeat only moderate CV
choose something CV e.g.
Alternate session - go for a
exercise from Monday - no
walk, jog, ride bike, X-trainer. 20 minute jog or fast walk strength
Add in strength program from find a set of stairs at least
Thursday session
10. Go up and down 20
times as fast as possible
with 30 second break in
between each set. 10 minute
run/jog

Week 13 - 14
Moderate-high intensity (78/10 intensity) training 35
minutes - choose something
CV e.g. walk, jog, ride bike, Xtrainer. Add in strength
program from Thursday
session
Week 15 - 16

Notes:

Week 9 - Repeat only moderate
CV exercise from Monday - no
strength
Week 10 30 minute walk

Broadgate tower - Walk to
top one time - try and beat
best time
Alternate session - go for a
20 minute jog or fast walk find a set of stairs at least
10. Go up and down 20
times as fast as possible no rest in between sets. 10
minute run/jog

If you have to miss a
session due to time issues,
skip the Wednesday
session.

Strength program weeks 9-16:
PLEASE SEE BELOW
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If you find the intervals too
easy, either shorten rest by
25% or attempt to run
further/faster for each rep.
ONLY CHOOSE ONE.
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